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if you are asking about general how to install a copy of windows using the serial number, then it should be obvious that you need to find the oem disc and
load the slp's with the oem tools. if you are asking about the serial number used to activate a copy of windows, then there is no such thing. you can only

use a serial number to activate a new copy of windows but you cannot use the serial number on a used copy to activate an activated copy of windows. you
only use the serial number to activate a copy of windows in a new machine or computer. if you want to activate a copy of windows on a used machine or
computer, then you need to buy a copy of windows, load the slp's using the oem tools, and then install the copy of windows on the machine. you cannot

use a serial number to activate a used copy of windows. you can only load the slp's of a new or used copy of windows. you cannot load the slp's of an
already installed copy of windows. any serial number, whether it is a coa or a product key from the oem disc, will work to activate a new copy of windows.
there is no other way to activate a copy of windows. if you are asking if you can use a serial number to activate a copy of windows on a used machine or

computer, the answer is no. you can only use a serial number to activate a copy of windows on a new machine or computer. if you want to activate a copy
of windows on a used machine or computer, you need to buy a copy of windows, load the slp's using the oem tools, and then install the copy of windows

on the machine. oem is oem, oemslp is oemslp, oemslp is the same thing as oemslp. i understand what you are getting at but there are 2 things you must
do to activate windows 7 professional. you must use the oemslp and then you must download the key from dell using the dell backup and recovery

program. if you do not have the key then you must use the retail media and then your system is stuck. the oemslp is the only way to activate windows 7
professional if you do not have the key and if you do not have the key then you must use the oemslp. if you have a oemslp you can use it for any windows

7 professional installation of any version including the retail version or the media made from backup and recovery. you will not need to download a key
from dell as the oemslp will work in all scenarios.
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I have a laptop with Windows 7 Pro 32 bit it has a Dell logo on the front but no options to change it and it says SONY on the back. How would I change the
logo on the front is there a utility that can change the logo on the front. So I made a quick and dirty reinstall of Windows 7 Ultimate 32 bit on my new build
PC (Newegg) but now I can't log in. No matter what password I chose, it just says 'The specified account cannot be found.'. Rebooted the PC, tried in Safe

Mode (admin, command prompt & cmd), tried again with no luck. Googling returns loads of results for running dpkg-reconfigure on -a, -u and -t, i even
tried boot-repair-disk, nothing seems to work. Suggestions would be greatly appreciated. Thanks! Hello. I have a newer-model laptop with windows 7 home

premium 32-bit. I would like to reinstall it with 64-bit. My only challenge is that I don't have the original media. I have the serial number. How can I get a
copy of the activation key on the new laptop? Thanks I have a dell 320 (32bit) windows 7 professional. I am planning to update it from 32 to 64. Will the

process be same as what I see on the following website - (https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/kb/938097) I am using a Dell 320 with a Windows 7
Professional SP1 OS. I am currently running the 32 bit version of Windows 7 and would like to install the 64 bit version. But, the issue is that the windows

activation key is different when i use the Windows 7 Live DVD to install Windows 7 Professional 64 Bit Edition. Is there a way to allow me to use my
Windows 7 LIVE DVD in order to upgrade to Windows 7 64 Bit? 5ec8ef588b
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